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Shooting Perfection
For over 30 years we have been perfecting the art of driven

game shooting across our portfolio of exclusive sporting
estates.

 
We have built a commanding reputation amongst the shooting
community with our commitment to put on exceptional days

that simply cannot be rivalled.
 

We invite you to peruse this brochure for a glimpse of the
incomparable experience that is a Bettws Hall day.

We are far more than just shooting. We are the full experience.





The Full Experience
We are well experienced in taking care of the whole trip for

national and international individuals and teams booking with us. 
 

From the initial phone call through to the accommodation, gun
room, in-field hospitality and the exemplary sport, you can be

sure of an experience that cannot be put into words.
 

Our care for the attention-to-detail brings together a whole
round trip, quality of which is delivered personally.

Arrive as Guests. Leave as Friends. Return as Companions.





Our Sporting Estates
The scope and depth of shooting available at Bettws Hall means
we are able to provide a wealth of shooting styles to all from the
novice gun to the world's best shots. Our mission it to ensure all
guests have the full exhilarating experience and we aim to best

match the estate to the ability. 
 

Based deep in the heart of Mid-Wales, we are perfectly central
to all six of our exclusive sporting estates, with no more than 35
minutes travel to the farthest shoot from our luxury first-class

accommodation lodges.

Where will you shoot next?
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The ultimate in extreme high-bird shooting.

Whenever extreme high-bird shooting is talked of, Brigands
will inevitably crop up as one of the finest.

 
Nestled amongst the breath-taking Snowdonia mountain range,
step onto an estate that sits proudly on many a gun's bucket list.
Soaring pheasants, sublime hospitality and sheer topography all

roll into one unforgettable experience. This is a 12,000 acre
estate that will test the skills and disciplines of the greatest of
shots with famous drives such as Tommy's, Welsh Haven and

720. Not for the faint hearted.



"Mention Brigands to any high-bird
aficionado, and he or she will wax

lyrical with praise."



Naturally beautiful. Inherently breathtaking.

Truly the Jewel in the Bettws Hall Crown, Vaynor Park is one of
our most popular quintessential estates, offering a beautiful

mix of pheasant and partridge.
 

Open parkland and ancient woodlands set amongst the serenity
of the Welsh countryside make Vaynor one of the most

spectacularly beautiful estates available anywhere. 
 

Meeting at the grand Vaynor stately home, guns are taken to
iconic drives such as 'Hanging Wood', 'Middle House' and the

reputable 'Coed Tafol' for towering and explosive quarry.





An exceptional and exhilarating shooting estate.

Shooting of the most vertiginous kind, Plas Dinam is a literal
Welsh translation of the word 'faultless'. 

 
The topography that encompasses the 4,000 acre estate can

only be described as God-given thanks to deep ravines,
intimidating mountains and a quarry that demands complete

focus on the peg.
 

'Big Willies' and 'Penrhilan' make up a roster of drives that has
cemented Plas Dinam as one of the all-time great estates with

our unmistakeable and unrivalled phenomenal partridge.
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"I don't care where you have shot before,
this is up there with the very best."



An unsurpassed Mid-Wales pheasant and partridge shoot.

A classic shoot steeped in history, Maesmawr offers serene
shooting in one of Mid-Wales' most beautiful corners. 

The backdrop of the stunning Maesmawr Hall and lake provide
an idyllic day's shooting for teams and individuals looking for a

variety of challenging yet reachable quarry.
 

Drives such as 'Fron Green' provide exciting pheasants whilst
breathtaking Partridge are sure to make barrels hot at 'Llanfair
Wood'. What is more, arguably one of the most beautiful drives

in our entire portfolio, 'Forest Lodge' is the epitome of the
perfect mix of tall pheasants and convivial hospitality.





A very special estate in the heart of Bettws.

An intimate shoot on the family-grounds in the heart of Bettws.
 

Based around the original setting that serves to be the Bettws
Hall base for over 30 years, the intimate estate features
Pheasant, Partridge and, most recently, the Duck Pools.

 
Impressive estates such as 'The Middle' and 'The Vicarage' offer
extreme pheasants followed by the heart-stopping partridge on  
'Glanbechan Wood'. Hosted from our luxury lodges, guests step

onto the first drive directly from a hearty Welsh breakfast.



"The intimate family shoot. 30 years ago
the seeds of greatness were planted. May

this truly special Welsh estate reap the
reward of a lifetime of hard work and

passion for the sport." 
INDIVIDUAL PEG SHOOTING 2021 SEASON



Traditional pheasant shooting of the highest calibre.

A stunning Shropshire pheasant shoot based 1,000ft above sea-
level, Kempton is synonymous with traditional pheasants and

the reputable Bettws Hall hospitality to match.
 

Kempton was one of the first shoots added to our portfolio 
and has regularly been featured in the top shoots in the UK.

 
The layout of the drives coupled with the undulating valleys
allow guns to see the shoot in its entirety from a number of

vantage points, giving the perfect perspective of high pheasant.





Unrivalled Hospitality

The only rival to the quality of shooting at Bettws Hall is the
equally magnificent shoot hospitality that our reputable in-

house team provide. We really are more than just shooting and
the creativity by our chefs mixed with tradition in our culinary

is the perfect homage to this vision.
 

Let our Hospitality Team enthral you like never before.

Fine shooting deserves nothing but the finest hospitality.



"Nobody does hospitality quite like
Bettws Hall. In the middle of a Welsh
field you can expect fine food served

with excelling service. It really is
something special."

SYNDICATE, SHOOTING 2021 SEASON



First-Class Accommodation
Central to the Bettws Hall experience are our sporting lodges. 

 
Stunning exposed oak beam barns that stand atop the original

Bettws Hall Farm. A huge renovation was undertaken to convert
these historic buildings into the unmistakeable first-class

accommodation lodges they are today.
 

Our Willows and Beeches lodges, with 8 en-suite luxury rooms
apiece and exclusive dining and lounge areas, offer idyllic team

accommodation whilst our 18th century Bettws Hall House gives
individual guns complete splendour.

Staying at Bettws Hall complements the entire experience.  





Gun & Sporting Room
Over 2 floors, our Gun & Sporting Room

is the central reception to our Lodges and Courtyard.
 

Stocked with the leading countryside brands to ensure your days
in the field run smoothly regardless of the weather. With a range
of Berettas and Brownings, we are able to hire guns out as well

as short-term and long-term storage options.
 

Since 2021, we have collaborated with James Purdey & Sons to
bring the finest shotguns ever crafted to the finest estates.

Ensure you visit the Gun & Sporting Room to learn about this
very special relationship. 





Team & Individual Days
We specialise in building memorable team and individual days.

 
As a team you will have your entire day built around your needs,
with 6 - 10 guns catered for on any bag requirements. With your
own exclusive lodge for luxury accommodation, a team day with

Bettws Hall really is the full experience.
 

Each season we have an Individual Roving Syndicate with set dates
for single guns and small teams to make up the day of like-minded
guns. Similar to team days, full hospitality is provided and luxury

accommodation adds the perfect touch. View our current
availability online or contact us for a list to be sent to you.

Truly memorable days for teams and individuals.





From Start to Finish
We aim to make your booking as straightforward and simple as

possible from the very first contact. Our Team are well experienced in
dealing with international parties through to the discerning individual.

 
We are able to arrange transport, concierge , airport collections,
Visitor Shotgun Permits (VSPs), cartridge requirements, estate

transportation as well as gun hire, storage and transfer.
 

There really is very little our Team are not able to plan, build and carry
out to perfection for you.  

From plane to peg to farewell. Planned to perfection.





The Bettws Experience

+44 (0) 1686 650628   |   marc@bettwshall.com

Our friendly Team are always on hand and await your call.

Bettws Hall
Bettws Cedewain

Newtown
Powys

SY16 3DS

@bettwshall
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